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 May the words of my mouth, the meditations of our hearts, and the actions of our lives be 

acceptable in your sight O God, our strength and our redeemer. Amen 

 Are there any fans of the Big Bang Theory here. For those of you who don't watch it, The 

Big Bang Theory is a popular sit com following the exploits of a small group of young adult 

brainiac scientists and engineers living in Pasadena California. There are the roommates Leonard 

Hofstadter and Sheldon Cooper, both physicists; Penny, a waitress and aspiring actress who lives 

across the hall; and Leonard and Sheldon's equally geeky and socially awkward friends and co-

workers, mechanical engineer Howard Wolowitz and astrophysicist Raj Koothrappali. The 

geekiness and intellect of the four guys is contrasted for comic effect with Penny's social skills 

and common sense. Although sometimes a tad predictable, I love the way this show has the 

characters coming to terms with each other's quirky weirdness.  

 But the particular part of the show I want to talk about is the roommate agreement. 

Sheldon has welcomed Leonard into his apartment as a roommate, but he has this document, the 

roommate agreement that he has drafted to govern how they sort things out in the apartment. 

Sheldon is, well, set in his ways and resistant to change, surprise, unpredictability of any kind. 

The roommate agreement is intended to control what happens. Like when Leonard has a 

girlfriend, the roommate agreement controls when she can be around. It governs what they eat 

each day of the week. As much as a roommate agreement is actually a pretty good idea, this one, 

written by Sheldon to benefit Sheldon in every possible situation, is a control-freak document 

like none other. And then when Sheldon actually gets a girlfriend, Amy, early in their dating she 

has to sign a relationship agreement governing when and how often they are together and what 

they do. Some of the best gags in the show are when people break these agreements and watch 

what Sheldon does, or when unforeseen circumstances arise that the roommate agreement didn't 

think of. Sheldon becomes immobilized. 

 The fact is that we live in agreements all the time. We just don't deal with them as 

legalistically as Sheldon does. Within a family is a whole set of agreements, some of which are 

spoken but some unspoken, and most not written down. Who empties the dishwasher? Who takes 

out the garbage? Who scoops the litter box? Everything from the little stuff to the big things, 

who do you fall back on when there is trouble, all of human life in community is woven together 

with agreements of one kind of another. Every relationship is an agreement of some kind. 

 Sheldon's trouble is he sees relationships as science but not as art when in fact they are 

both. There are kind of predictable laws of nature that govern relationships and function kind of 

predictably- these are the ones we try to teach out kids: you hit him, he won't like it... putting off 

your chores doesn't make them go away... But other aspects of relationships are subject to 

change, to the effects of rising and falling emotion. Relationships need stability and regularity, 

but they are human, which makes them unpredictable, and subjective and not always consistent. 

And there is beauty in both the science and the art of it. Sheldon is right that agreements govern 

all relationships. He might as well have called it a roommate covenant. That is the religious 

language for what he is doing and those have existed for thousands of years. 
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 That first covenant between God and Abraham was kind of a soul mate agreement- I will 

be your God and you will be my people. You leave your home and family, and I will tell you 

where to go and will be with you all the way. And I will make you a great nation and make your 

name and family great. Deal? The entire history of the Jewish people from then on is a history of 

the covenant between God and God's people. So that when Jesus comes along, they ask him, 

what is the most important of the commandments? Of all the 613 laws in the book of Moses, 

which one is the most crucial to keep the relationship with God in order. And he replies, of 

course, it is the love command: love God with all your heart, soul, strength. But he doesn't stop 

there. He also points to the covenant within human community- love your neighbor as yourself.  

 So from the beginning, the amazing tapestry of human community has been woven and 

continues to be woven through the making and keeping of covenants, roommate agreements, 

relationship agreements. And there is a kind of sacred artistry in the way we do this. Trust, for 

example, works predictably. It grows as we act dependably with each other- keep our promises, 

And it is a slow weaving of ourselves together until eventually there is a quiet knowing which 

we call trustworthy. And God is in the midst of that. Joy is experienced as we go through 

experience together, and God is in the midst of that. Healing slowly happens as we share our 

brokenness together and recover from mistakes, and God is in the midst of that.  

 In fact, over the next few weeks I want to play with an image. I believe at the center of 

our relationship with God is the concept of covenant, but I want to look at it through a particular 

image. Peter Short once said that God is the artist and we are the medium of God's artistry. Think 

about that for a second. God is the artist, and we are the medium of God's artistry. Think about 

your life as a work of art, with color and texture, with darkness and light, with shape. Your life is 

a work of art in progress, new hews being added every day. Think of your family as a work of 

art, or your marriage, or us as a church community, and God is the artist. Think of the choir as 

one of God's media, through which God does a work of art. All of life can be seen as art with 

God as the artist, and we, the medium, the stuff that God is working with to make something 

beautiful, and meaningful. 

 What does it feel like to be a medium of God's art? Like the clay in the hands of the 

potter, sometimes we are hard and brittle, unyielding, and sometimes we are soft and malleable, 

easily conforming to the imagination of the divine. Like music, sometimes the song sung through 

us is discordant, voices tight and harsh, and sometimes it is like the heavens are singing through 

our lives.  

 This week our nation had the challenge of incorporating into our collective psyche 

ghastly and senseless acts of violence in Quebec, at our national war memorial and Parliament. 

And it was a shock to the system. We don't see ourselves as a nation where that kind of thing 

happens. And we have been trying to figure out what it means when, the way I see it, the national 

covenant, the agreement about who we are going to be with each other, is so violently broken. 

We have a whole legal, security and law enforcement apparatus set up to deal with this kind of 

thing, but in the national psyche, we just have an unwritten covenant, that we just don't do that 

kind of thing here. 

 But it happened, somewhat unpredictably, and shockingly. But we have other parts of our 

national agreement that tell us how we will respond in situations like this. I believe we are the 

kind of country that doesn't over-react- that tries to understand before we act, and that is 

fundamentally rooted in the power of compassion. On the whole I was proud of the way we, as a 

nation, responded this week when our national covenant was broken. I heard a minimum of 

inflammatory language. I heard a huge wave of compassion for the victim's family and friends. I 

heard people holding back and trying to understand before they jumped to conclusions. These are 

all very Canadian ways of being, not really written anywhere as such, but part of our national 

covenant. And that is the art of it. There is divinity in that art. 
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 And here, in this place, among us, God, the artist, is at work in you and your life, and me 

and my life- in our lives together. And it is a relationship, an agreement, a covenant. There are 

rules and there is unpredictability. And most of all there is trust. We don't have a choice whether 

or not we will play. We are in it, being molded and shaped in every moment and every 

experience. We have character and qualities that form us. The question is how we will engage 

with God in the art of living. Julia Cameron, the author of "The Artist Way" uses another art 

form to express it. She says that, "Life is a spiritual dance and that our unseen partner has steps 

to teach us if we will allow ourselves to be led. The next time you are restless, remind yourself it 

is the universe asking 'Shall we dance?”  

 Amen. 


